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ABSTRACT

A method for solving an initial value problem of a closed system consisting of

an electromagnetic mean field and its quantum fluctuations coupled to fermions is

presented. By tailoring the large N! expansion method to the Schwinger-Keldysh

closed time path (CTP) formulation of the quantum effective action, causality of

the resulting equations of motion is en_ured, and a systematic energy conser_'ing

and gauge invariant expansion about the electromagnetic mean field in powers of

1/N! is developed. The resulting equations may be used to study the quentum non-

equilibrium effects of pair creation in strong electric fields and tl',e sca i:_ering arid

transport processes of a relativistic e+e - plasma. Using the Bjork,_,_ _ satz ')f boost

invariance initial conditions in which the initial electric mean fi_ic _!ey¢_r,d.sc. the

proper time only, we show numerical results for the case in wh:._:_th,, _) ::cpansion

is truncated in the lowest order, and compare them with those ¢-i_a p_:_co_,enological

transport equation.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years it has become clear that there are many situations of direct

physical interest involving time-dependent dynamical evolution, where a perturbative

scattering formalism is wholly inadequate. This is the case for strong field electro-

dynamics in astrophysical plasmas, in nuclear collisions of heavy ions where a phase
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transition to a quark _,'uon plasma is expected to take place and in the hot dense

early universe. These problems require detailed knowledge of the dynamical time

evolution of the field configurations and energy flow.

An understanding of the dynamics of the quark-gluon plasma following its forma-

tion in a heavy ion collision is especially important for the theoretical interpretation

of the data that will be produced by RHIC experiments within a few years. One

would like to know how the plasma is produced, how efficiently it thermalizes and on

what time scale, how it evolves and what are the special signatures (in terms of flow

of energy, production of particles, etc.) of this new state of matter.

In the early stages of quark-gluon plasma evolution, phenomenological approaches

based on kinetic theory (and subsequently on hydrodynamics) are frequently used i-s.

The event generators which supply a source term for the kinetic equations in the

present models are constructed in the framework of a perturbation theory 5-6. But,

in the range of RHIC energies non perturbative effects like the formation of coherent

color-electric fields may play an essential role together with the perturbative quantum

fluctuations [see the lecture by Gyulassy at this school]. Moreover, effects like off-shell

propagation are not taken into account in these studies [see the lectures by C. Greiner

and Neise at this school].

The kinetic approach is an intuitive and tractable one. But, it is not known a

priori in such a complex system, governed by strong interactions, if it is applicable

at all. In order to verify which (if any) of the assumptions of the various kinetic

models are valid, it will be useful to investigate whether the inclusion of these various

effects in a kinetic model is appropriate for describing the physics. This can be done

in three stages: Firstly, by deriving the equations of motion for the mean fields and

their quantum fluctuations using the close-time-path method 7-9 and using a system-

atic approximation (such as the large Nf expansion i°-lJ) to the Schwinger-Dyson

equations of the full field theory. Secondly, by extracting the transport equations by

using approximations like the gradient expansion i4 of Green's functions while keeping

consistency with the field theory expansion method in use. Thirdly, by comparing the

simulations of the field-theory with those of the correspcnding transport equation i5. If

the transport equation does not reproduce similar results to those of the field theory,

one must rely on the full field theory approach which is much more complicated.

A practical starting point for this task would be to deal with a simpler theory like

QED is-ig, instead of QCD.

I begin with an introduction of the effective action techniques, which are used

in the derivation of the effective equations of motion in QED 2° (the first stage). I

briefly review the functional method of the effective action in the large N expansion



for QED, then the basics of the Schwinger-Keldysh real time CTP formalism and

then I bring the two ingredients together and present _,heeffective action and causal

equations of motion for electrodynamics.

Finally, I demonstrate the numerical results 21 which were obtained by applying

the above methods in the lowest order of the 1/N! expansion for the case when the

initial electric mean field is taken to be a function only of the fluid proper time

_" = v/t 2- z 2. These results are compared with those obtained by solving a rela-

tivistic transport theory with a modified proper time dependent Schwinger source

term 22 using boost-invariant coordinates 1-4. In both cases, these initial conditions

kinematically guarantee a flat particle rapidity distribution. The motivation to choose

these initial conditions is the fact that in heavy-ion collisions one is dealing with a

situation in which particle production in the central rapidity region can be modeled

as an inside-outside cascade which is symmetric under longitudinal boosts, and thus

produces a plateau in the particle rapidity distributions _a.

THE LARGE N EXPANSION

The large N! expansion is a perturbation functional method which consist of Nf

identical fields. For QED the N/ copies are charged fermions fields (flavors). This

method provides a convenient way of parameterizing the separation of the quantum

fields into mean fields and their fluctuations and a systematic approximation scheme

to the Schwinger-Dyson equations of the full field theory. While the large N I method

is not the only technique possible, it is a gauge and renormalization group invariant

expansion which arranges the Feynman perturbation series for scattering diagrams

in a way that automatically includes self-energy corrections of scattering to the same

order. Only fields which scale like Nf to a positive power for large N! can be con-

sidered strong mean fields in this approach. For such strong fields the leading order

approximation is equivalent to the mean field approximation. The Schwinger mech-

anism for pair production is already realized in the leading order. In the next to

leading order in the expansion in powers of 1/N! I.he effects of collisional and radi-

ation processes back-react on the mean fields and appear for the first time. These

processes are essential mechanisms for driving the system to equilibrium.

For QED with N identical charged fermion fields the Lagrangian is

N f N f z (1)L = -_ d4x ¢iG-_[A]¢i- 4e---_i=1
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where G-I[A] is the inverse fermion propagtor defined as

G-I[A] = _-_-(O, - 0_) + _A, + ira. (2)

Introducing external sources for the gauge potential and Dirac fields, we define the

generating functional

N

x exp {iNJ o A + ifl o ¢ + i¢ o 77}, (3)

where the prime on the gauge field integration measure denotes that we should inte-

grate only over distinct gauge invariant configurations (or equivalently, fix the gauge),

and where the symbol o wi!l denote summation over internal indices and integra.tion

over continuous spacetime coordinates in the quantities on either side of it (the de

Witt summation convention).

Performing the Gaussian integration over the anti-commuting Dirac fields, and

rescaling the Grassman valued sources 7/_ v/Nr/so that we can drop the sums over

i = 1,...,N , we obtain

2e 2 _(g_D 0"O_)A_}

x exp {NTr in G-' + iN 7 o G[A] o 71+ iNJ o A}, (4)

where Tr denotes summation over internal indices and integration over spacetime

coordinate. We have defined the sources and coupling with the correct powers of N

to justify performing the remaining functional iategration over the electromagnetic

potential by the stationary phase method 13. Varying the argument of the exponent

in eq. (4) with respect to A the stationary phase value A_[J,77, 7] satisfies

1

e---i ( g"_Vq - 0_'0_) A_(x)-itrG[A'](x, x)'V_'-7oG[A°](, x)'V"G[A°](x, )or/+J_(x) = 0,
(5)

where tr denotes the Dirac matrix trace only (without integration over spacetime

coordinates). The second derivative of the exponent in (4) at its stationary point is

-iNTrD -1 , where

1

D-l[A'](x, y) _'_ = -e_ ( g_'E] - O_'O")64(x, y) - itr [G(y,x)'V_'G(_, y)7_],4=A.(6)
-2tr [7 o G( ,x)_ff'G(x,y)'V_G(y, ) o _?]A=A,,

and where symmetrization with respect to interchange of the pair of spacetime labels

x,/_ with y, v is understood. Thus, the result of the stationary phase evaluation of

4
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(3) _a (4) i_

w[J,_,_] =_w(°)+ kw(_)+ _,w _)+...
= -A °od -loA'+JoA a+_oG[A']o,7

i D-' O(_-,), (7)-iTr In G-1 [A'] + _-_Tr In [A °] +

where
1

d-l(z,y) _'v- e2 ( g"VO -O"O_)64(z,y) (8)

is the differential operator from the claesical action.

The c-number fields are given by the variations,

8W 6W 6W

At(z)-- 6J(z) ; G(z) = 6_(z) ;¢_(z)= 6r/(z) ' (9)

Note that the c-number field A_ differs from tke stationary phase point of the Gaussian

integral at order 1/N, namely

1 6WO) hA

N 6AA_= Ao+ (i0)

When no confusion with the integration variables in (3) exists, we shall drop the

subscript "c" from the c-number fields to simplify the notation.

The effective action functional may be defined in terms of the c-number fields (9)

by a Legendre transfo_mation in the usual way,

S[A,¢,¢] - W- J o A- _o¢ - ¢or/, (Ii)

where J, q and r/are to be regarded as functionals of the mean fields by inverting

eqs. (9). The result of this Legendre transformation is simply

-- 1 d_I G_I 2z__NTrinD_IS = -¢ oG-'[A]o#2- _A o o A - iTrln [A]+ [A]. (12)

The photon inverse propagator in the last term is given by

D-_[A](m,y)"_= (d -_ + iI[A])(x,y) _'

II[A]( z, y )_ - -itr {'Y"G[A]( z, y )'Y_G[A](y, z )} , (13)

where II is the polarization tensor in the presence of the potential A. The inverse

propagator cannot be inverted without fixing a gauge, which may be done by a variety
of standard methods.

The effective equations for the mean fields < A >--< out]Alin > and

< #2 >-< out ¢lin > are given by

6S = 0 ; = 0. (14)6A(_).:<.> 6¢(_),_:<,_>
5
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In the absence of sources the Dirac mean field vanishes. The integro-differential

equations for the mean potential read

ie2_ { 6H[A]}o_r_(x) = -ie2tr {G[A](m,x)_/"} + _-_Wr D[d] o 6A,(x)

= -ie2tr {a(x, m)-y_'}

where

r (xl, x,) (16)

is the fermion self-energy. To leading order in 1/N these are just the semi-classical

Maxwell equations, obtained by replacing the electric current operator of the Dirac

field by its expectation value. This leading order semi-classical equation already

contains the dynamica! reaction of e+e - pairs created by a non-zero electric field (the

Schwinger mechanism) back on the electric field itself [see J.M. Eisenberg lecture].

However, at leading order in 1/N the created pairs can interact only through the

mean field, not directly with each other. The order 1/N term with the fermion self-

energy E contains the quamtum Compton scattering, bremmstrahlung and Coulomb

interaction effects of these particles on each other and the backreaction of these effects

on the self-consistent mean field. Clearly these processes are essential mechanisms for

the approach to equilibrium and must be included in any realistic transport theory of

a relativistic e+e - plasma. Higher order processes (such as multiple scattering) can

be included by working to higher orders in the 1/N expansion in a straightforward

way.

Having derived the integro-differential equations for the mean fields in electro-

dynamics to order 1/N, we turn now to the Schwinger-Keldysh closed time path

formulation of the effective action, in order to determine the correct combination of

propagator functions needed to obtain a causal (and real) solution to these equations.

THE SCHWINGER-KELDISH CLOSED TIME PATH FORMALISM

The conventional path integral formalism used freely in the preceeding section

defines transition elements between states at one time, t (usually taken to be in the

infinite past) to states at another time t' (in the distant future). If the class of paths

is restricted to be the vacuum configuration at both of its endpoints, then the two

states are the [in) and (ou_I vacuum states of scattering theory respectively. The

6
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generating functional Z[J,_,_] of Eq. (3 is the transition matrix element

Z[J, r;,_](t, t') : (out, t'lin , t)J,n,_ (17)

in the presence of the external source J, 77and 7.

By varying with respect to the external sources we obtain matrix elements of the

Heisenberg field operators between the [in) and (out[ states. For this reason we may

refer to the conventional formulation of the generating functional Z as the "in-out"

formalism. The time-ordered Green's functions obtained in this way necessarily obey

Feynman boundary conditions, and these are the appropriate ones for the calculation

of transition probabilities and cross sections between the [in) and (out[ states. On

the other hand the off-diagonal transition matrix elements of the in-out formalism are

completely inappropriate if what we wish to consider is the time evolution of physical

observables from a given initial condition• As we have remarked the in-out matrix

elements are neither real, nor are their equations of motion causal at first order in

1/N, where direct self interactions between the fields appear for the first time. What

we require is a generating functional for diagonal matrix elements of field operators

with a corresponding modification of the Feynman boundary conditions on Green's
functions to ensure causal time evolution. This "in-in" formalism was invented more

than thirty years ago by Schwinger 7 and later by Keldysh s, and is called the closed

time path (CTP) method•

The basic idea of the CTP formalism is to take a diagonal matrix element of the

system at a given time t = 0 and insert a complete set of states into this matrix

element at a different (later) time t = t_. In this way one can express the original

fixed time matrix element as a product of transition matrix elements from 0 to t _

and the time reversed (complex conjugate) matrix element from t _ to 0. Since each

term in this product is a transition matrix element of the usual (or time reversed)

kind, standard path integral representations for each may be introduced. If the same

external source operates in the forward evolution as the backward one, then the two

matrix elements are precisely complex conjugates of each other, all dependence on

the source drops out and nothing has been gained. However, if the forward time

evolution takes place in the presence of one source J+ but the reversed time evolution

takes place in the presence of a different source J_, then the resulting functional is

precisely the generating functional we seek. Indeed (setting 77= 0, _ = 0 and N = 1

here for simplicity),

pl_ I }

7
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t

x<o[ij0. A]  e.p[ J0'1o>
= f[d$][d¢'] (¢]p[¢')f[dq_] f**[DA+]'[D¢+][D¢+] f_[DA_]'[D¢_][D¢_] x

exp [i fo°°dtdS_( L[A+,_+,¢+] - L[A_,¢_,¢_] + J+A+ - J_A_)J . (18)

where p = lin)(inl is the initial density matrix (an initial mean electric field corre-

sponds to a coherent initial [in) state), and where in the last equality a path integral

representation for each transition element is introduced. Since the ime ordering in

eq. (18) is forward (denoted by T) along the time path from 0 tc t' in the second

transition matrix element, but backward (denoted by _ ) along the same path from

t' to 0 in the first matrix element, this generating functional receives the name of the

closed time path generating functional.

The mean electromagnetic field expectation values are now given by,

6W,,,[J+, J_] 6W,,,[J+, J_]

and the matrix connected two point functions are given by

62W [ ; _= +,-, (20)°°_(_'v)= 6so(_)6Jb(v)_=0
more explicitly

G-+(x,y) - G>(x,y)= iTr{p ¢(x)¢(y)}._ ,

G+-(x,y) = G<(x.,y) = -iTr{p ¢(y)¢(z)}_.n

G++Cz,y) = iTr{p T[¢Cz)¢Cy)]}¢o, ' = oCz,y)G>(x,y) + oCy, z)G<(x,y)

G--(x,y) = iTr{p T[¢(x)¢(y)]}_.. = O(y,x)G>(:c,y)+ o(x,y)a<(x,y).(21)

We may take over all the results of the previous section on the generating func-

tional, effective action, and equations of motion of QED, provided only we substitute

the CTP path ordered Green's function(s) for the ordinary Feynman propagators

in internal lines, integrate over the full closed time contour, and satisfy the initial

conditions at t = 0 corresponding to the given density matrix p.

The causal equations of motion for nonequilibrium electrodynamics up to the next

to leading order in 1/N expansion take the form,

o_r_(z) = -Ttr{[G>(x,m)+ G<(x,x)]7"}

+ ---_-I.m dt,d3_.t dt,d3_, [G>Cxt,x)- G<(z,,x)]"/" x

[G>(x,x,)E>(z,,z,)- G<(x,x_)E<(x,,x,)] } . (22)

8
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The Wightman functions for the Dirac field satisfy
I

(i'r_'Ou + "r"A, + im)G>.<(x,y)= O, (23)

together with the initial conditions implied by the first two members of eqs. (21),

which satisfy the canonical equal time anticommutator condition,

=iWr{p[¢(x),¢(y)]+},.:,, =6_(_-_ , (24)- _,,

appropriate for Fermi-Dirac statistics.

For a complete initial value problem to order l/N, one needs also the two-point

function of the Maxwell field obtained by inverting (13) subject to some gauge

condition. The simplest way to impose the gauge condition is to split it in the

following way

D,_(x,y) = e2d_,,,(x,y) + "D_,,,(x,y) (25)

with d_,, the inverse of the differential operator (8) of the free action in a definite

gauge. The gauge fixing can be performed at the levei of the free photon propagator

once and for all, independently of the dynamical time evolution problem, and the

non-trivial time evolution is contained entirely in D,,,, which then obeys

- "" = d'z, [II_(x,z,)- II_(x,z,)] D_,,(x, y)>'<

fo'y d4x,II_.<(x,z,) [D_,(x,,y) > - D_,,(xl,y) <] .(26)

A particularly useful gauge choice for practical implementation of the initial value

problem on a computer is the Coulomb gauge, which has the advantage of clearly

isolating the physical transverse modes of the photon and allowing the longitudinal

and gauge modes to be eliminated from evolution problem, thereby making most

efficient use of computer memory.

BACK-REACTION IN BOOST INVARIANT COORDINATES

Equipped with the above formalisms which are suitable for solving an initial value

problem, I here present the resulting equations of motion for QED in the case where

the initial conditions are symmetric under longitudinal boosts, and where only the

leading order of the large N expansion is taken into account. This symmetry is clearly

displayed by introducing the light-cone variables _"and

z=_'sinhrl , t=rcosh77. (27)

9
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and by specifying the initial conditions of the fields at r = r0, i.e., on a hyperbola of

constant proper time.

Covariance of the theory guarantees that once the initial conditions have this

symmetry, it will be conserved at any time. This allows us to expand the Dirac field

in terms of Fourier modes at a fixed proper time _"

[ dkidk,_ .¢(z)
(271.)3 Z [b.(k)¢ks(7") eiknneika''xa" .4-_(--k)¢-_.ks('r)e-'k'_ne-'k"xa]. (28)J

s=l,2

If the electric field is in the z direction and is a function of r only, upon substituting

eq. (28) into eq. (21) and using the boost invariant variables the system of equations

(22)-(24) reduces, in the gauge (A_ = 0, A, = 0, A v = 0, An = An(r)), to

_ + _ + i_. k_+ i-?,_,+m ¢_o(,/=o, (291
1 dE(r)
r dr" 2¢

where % - (k n - eA,_)/'r.

For an initial coherent state which satisfies bo(k)lin) = do(-k)lin) = 0 (an adia-

batic vacuum) the Maxwell eq. (30) reads

1dE(_-) _ [ dk_d_
= j Y] _" _Pk,_ "YWk°+ CkotT°q'3¢ko} ' (31)

°=1,2

The renormalization of the above equation can be done by the adiabatic regular-

ization technique. Unfortunately, it is not applicable for renormalization beyond the

leading order of the 1/N expansion. However, recently we found a simple prescription

for removing the logarithmic divergences by recognizing that renormalization group

invariant quantities like eE do not depend on the momentum cutoff A, as long as we

rescale the coupling constant according to the standard renormalization group flow

to the given order in 1/N. For a fixed renormalized coupling constant eR and an

electric field ER, the corresponding bare quantities in the lowest order in the large N

expansion are defined via

e_ = Z^e 2 ; Eft =- ZA1/2E ; eE = eRER

z^ = [1+ _'6_'(A)]-'= [1- _6_'(h)l

lfo^ [ k' k'6g(h) = _ dk _ - _ . (32)

Using the first line of eq. (32) allows us to rewrite eq. (31) in the form

_,,dSR(_.) _/Z^ [^ dkid_,
"_ j --_'k°_'"f_k° + Cksi_O'73¢ksJ'- - ,r dr 2r (2_r)_ _ { '-+to s_+ l (33)°=1,2

10
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Figure 1: Proper time evolution of (a) the rescaled electric field E(,) _ eE/m 2, and

(b) the energy density of the fermion field e multiplied by r, for initial conditions at

r = 1 _,ith a rescaled initial electric field E(r = 1) = 4 and e2/m 2 = 1.

which is a renormalization group invariant, and therefore the right hand side is cutoff

independent. This cutoff independence has been checked both for scalar QED in flat
coordinates and boost invariant coordinates.

Figures 1-2 summarize the results of the numerical simulation for the evolution

of the system (29)-(30) in 1 + 1 dimensions. In Fig. l(a) the proper time evolution

of the electric field is presented, where the initial conditions where fixed at _"= 1.

The amplitude falls off as a result of the particle production and the expansion of

the system. Having the solution for the fermion mode functions, we calculated the

expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor. Fig. l(b) shows the fermion part of

the T,, component, which can be identified with the energy density e in the comoving
frame.

If we expand the field ¢ in terms of the time-dependent creation and annihilation

operators of the lowest-order adiabatic vacuum

¢(z) = / _-_-_[a(k_; T)9_,(r)ei_'" + c'(-k_; r)y-_(_')e-ik'n], (34)

where Y_ are the lowest order adiabatic mode functions, we can relate these operators
to those in eq. (28) via a Bogolyubov transformation

= + (35)

where ct and/3 are functions of the known mode functions ¢_ and y_. Due to the
boost invariant symmetry the rapidity distribution dN/dy is equal to the particle

density dN/drl which is given by

dg/&7 = f
dk,,
--_-r<al(kn;-,')a(k,,; r) + c'(-kn; ",')c(-kn; "r)>. (36)

11
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Figure2: Propertime evolutionof(a)dN/d_, and (b)Boltzmannentropydensity

multipliedby r.

As is shown in Fig. 2(a), most of the production takes place in the early stages.

Identifying this particle density with a Boltzmann-like phase density ], in Fig. 2(b)

we plot the Boltzmann entropy density in the comoving frame, which is defined as

s(r)= _i [ d____{jim] + (1- ])In(l- ])}. (37)
T J LTr

By the time particleproductionhas nearlyceased,the quantityrs isroughlya

constant,asexpectedina hydrodyna_nicstreatmentwithno sourcetermofparticle

production24.

Finally, as is shown in J.M. Eisenberg's lecture at this school, a comparison of the

field theory results with those of a transport equation with a Schwinger source term

for particle production shows similar results for the case of an homogeneous electric

field. In the curvilinear coordinates the transport Boltzmann-Vlassov equation reads

0/ 0/

0-7+ N- p.
dE

= /,ep,,p.f(p.,.)z_rrp,.

j_ = -[1- 2f(pn = 0, r)]rne'rsign[E('v')] In [1 -exp (-_)]. (38)71"

In Fig. l(a) we see that the results of the Boltzmann-Vlassov equation (dashed curve)

agree very well with those of the mean field calculation (solid curve) as in the case of

flat coordinates with an homogenous electric field.

The agreement of the leading order of the large N expansion and the kinetic

approach is encouraging since the latter approach is much simpler for numerical sim-

ulations. In the next order, one needs to make a gradient expansion of the field

theory equations to obtain a transport theory 2s. It is necessary to see whether the

12
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truncation of the gradient expansion reasonably approximates the full field theory

results after they are coarse grained in the momentum space. If the next to !eading

order calculations will reproduce similar results in the homogeneous case, one would

then be more confident that the kinetic approach is appropriate for describing more

realistic situations (inhomogeneity and higher order collision terms which can be eas-

ily derived in the large N expansion). Using the field theory approach, these more

difficult problems are beyond the scope of present computing capabil',ty.

The CTP project I presented here was done in collaboration with Fred Cooper,

Emil Mottola, Juan Pablo Paz, Salman Habib, and Paul Anderson. The last part

I presented here was done in collaboration with Fred Cooper, Emil Mottola, Judah

Eisenberg, and Ben Svetitsky.
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